Cell phone contract

I understand that having a cell phone to use is a privilege. I know that this cell phone truly belongs to my parents and
that they are graciously allowing me to use it. I respect that my parents love me and want to keep me safe. Since I am
maturing and becoming a responsible young adult, my parents respect that and are allowing me to have a cell phone.
With that in mind, we agree ::
 I will plug my phone into
by
on school nights and
on weekends, unless otherwise instructed. I will not be
reminded of this phone curfew.
 I agree to purchase a durable case to keep my phone free from damage.
 I will always answer my phone when my parents call.
 I will not use my phone during meals or family time.
 I will not text or use my phone when people are talking to me in person.
 I will not text or use my phone when at school or doing homework.
 I will give my parents passwords to all accounts.
 I will share my friend’s contact information with my parents at any time.
 I will never delete messages, texts, call history, emails, etc.
 I will never use my phone to say, message, text, etc. anything malicious, hateful, or inappropriate. I
will only say, message, text, etc. things that I would say in front of my parents.
 I will never give any personal information {last name, phone number, user ID, address, etc.} to
anyone on any public format {website, social media, etc.} or to anyone without permission.
 I will never share {publicly or privately} photos or videos of anyone else without their permission.
 I will not download games, apps, movies, etc. without permission. I will not stream movies, videos,
etc. without permission.
 I will never buy anything online without permission.
 I understand that data is not a free service, so I will use wifi when available.
 I will never open pages or view pages that are inappropriate.
 I will report to my parents IMMEDIATELY anything that seems inappropriate. I will also report any
unknown / unsolicited messages or phone calls right away.
 I understand that maintaining a
grade average at school is required to have access to my
phone.
 If I’m asked to turn off / stop using my phone, I will do so immediately with a respectful attitude.
 I understand that there are no warnings. The consequences for not following through with these
limits is relinquishing phone privileges immediately.

Once again, I understand that a phone is a privilege that I must earn by being responsible and trustworthy. I will follow
the terms of this contract at all times.
Child’s Signature

Parent’s Signature

Date*

Date*

*The terms of this contract will be reviewed in 30 days. At that time, the parents may choose to change the terms and create a new contract, if needed.
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